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For many progressive thinkers and policy-makers in the field of education, the time 

has come-and is long overdue-to expand the .study of Third World history, culture, 
and literature in elementary and secondary curriculum. A report released last summer 
by a Minnesota State Board of Education task force urged that school districts be 
required to include literature from a variety of cultures in their language arts curricu
lum. Some districts have already done so, and they are also doing better teaching 
American Indian and Black literature. But even if local districts fail to take a leadership 
role in this area , teachers and individual schools can assume the initiative. Some of the 
finest literature in the world today comes from Africa, Asia, and Latin America. Buchi 
Emecheta, a Nigerian woman and resident of London since 1962, would be an excellent 
addition to a secondary language arts classroom. 

Emecheta has emerged over the past fifteen years as a significant post-colonial 
novelist, and one of the few published women writers from Africa. She is often 
categorized as a feminist writer because her novels frequently involve African women 
in conflict with men and a traditional social role of subservience. Her 1975 novel, 
Second-Class Citizen, based closely on Emecheta's own experiences, portrays a young 
Nigerian woman growing into a new self-realization of her rights and power as a 
woman. Although England is now her home, most of Emecheta's novels take place in 
Nigeria, and in such novels as In the Ditch (1972), The Bride Price (1976), The Slave 
Girl (1977) , and The Joys of Motherhood (1979), she continues to explore the complex 
interrelationship of women and an African society still struggling with independence in 
the aftermath of British colonialism. 

The above novels are perhaps most appropriate for students in the advanced level or 
enriched language arts courses . However, Buchi Emecheta has also written books 
specifically for a teenage audience, among which are The Wrestling Match and The 
Moonlight Bride. These brief novels (both less than 100 pages) focus on young people 
coming of age amid occasional conflicts with the older generation in rural Nigeria. The 
subservience of women in Nigerian society is clearly an aspect of everyday life in these 
works, but exists only as a backdrop for the story development . 
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The Wrestling Match centers on a young man and his companions at odds with the 
elders of the community. Okei ('male' in Ibo) is a 16 year-old orphan living with his 
uncle, Obi Agiliga, an important elder in the village of lgbuno . Okei and his friends 
Nduka and Uche are part of the Umu aya Biafra, children who were born during the 
civil war in Nigeria. The war lasted from 1964 to 1967 and over a million lives were 
lost. Like teenagers everywhere, Okei is bored and restless, but so much so that he often 
wishes he had died along with his parents. Okei, Nduka, and Uche are part of a young 
generation benefitting from a free education, but are looked down upon by most adults 
because they are 'idle' and do not work on the farms like the uneducated youth . In fact, 
Okei and his age-mates are even falsely accused of stealing from the old, and people are 
ready to believe it. 

But Okei hears that the boys from a neighboring village, Akpei, have been the 
thieves all along . Rumors about the bad behavior of the boys in the two villages have 
been going back and forth between lgbuno and Akpei, most happily spread by the girls 
and uninvestigated by the elders. Perturbed by the unproductive activity of their young 
men, elders from lgbuno and Akpei convene a summit to take some action . They recall 
that their fathers used to say "that when young men are idle the elders must give them 
something to worry about ... By the time they have finished solving that problem 
they will be wiser (14) . The old conspire against the young, and the action of the novel 
gradually reveals how the young will achieve greater wisdom. 

As the rumors spread by the local girls continue to offend Okei and his mates, an 
outraged Okei suggests that the young men of lgbuno challenge the young men of 
Akpei to a wrestling match. The elders are confident that this will prove to be a learning 
experience for the youth of both villages . As Okei and his friends plan the meeting with 
their age-group to discuss the wrestling challenge, they are confronted with a problem 
that troubles Africa today: traditional vs. modern ways . Nduka is responsbile for 
announcing the age-group meeting, and he wonders if he should use the traditional 
gong or make written notices. Since the age-group is made up of both educated and 
illiterate young people, he chooses the safest route and does both. As the boys begin 
their plans for the wrestling match in the next few days, the girls taunt them with songs 
of native fables that speak of the guilty ones losing fights . 

But the results of this teasing soon take a nasty turn. One of the more sophisticated 
rumor-spreading girls, seventeen-year-old Kwutelu, returns home and repeats to her 
father the empty threat of Okpei that he would burglarize her compound. Her father, 
Obi Uju, takes it seriously and goes to bed angry. He is later awakened by a sound near 
his bedroom door and sees a human figure moving about. Imagining it to be the burglar 
his daughter warned him about, he attacks the shape with a cutlass. Unfortunately, the 
intruder turns out to be his own daughter and he discovers that he has severed one of 
her ears. Young and old are now responsible for this escalating antagonism within the 
community, and because of this incident and others the young people of Igbuno begin 
to work together to achieve victory over Akpei. 

As leader of his age-group, Okei is expected to be the best wrestler and main hope for 
victory. But his peers soon discover he has little know-how in wrestling. One of the 
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uneducated farm boys suggests that Okei ask his uncle for help . Although Obi Agiliga 
was a champion wrestler, Okei wants this war to be his own. Nduka, though, is 
learning what the elders had hoped: "A village that has no elders has no future. I hope 
we will always have elders"(54) . But Okei soon understands that he must turn to his 
uncle for help. The narrator reveals Okei's new self-knowledge-"But until now it had 
never occurred to him that he and his age-mates could make mistakes at all"(SS)-and 
gone is Okei's arrogant self-importance that the elders detected and despised. 

Okei begins training with his uncle. He learns effective moves and traps along with 
traditional dances and songs. The community has moved closer together, and Okei 
receives admiration from the younger children. The girls are now singing songs of 
praise rather than condemnation. When the day of the match arrives, Okei is armed 
with traditional good luck charms (crocodile teeth to prevent loss of breath) and the 
wrestling tactics acquired from his uncle. Okei wins, loses, then wins again. Suddenly a 
spectator from Akpei shouts an abuse at Kwutelu about her artificial ear and a huge 
melee results. The elders break it up and Okei's uncle delivers a moral of the story, 
which is also the consummation of the adults' conspiracy: "And in all good fights, just 
like wars, nobody wins. You were all hurt and humiliated. I am sure you will always 
remember this day"(73). 

The young readers who desire a clear-cut, winner-take-all ending may be disap
pointed. And they may also bristle at the "I told you so" tone of the elders . Yet a 
significant victory can be clearly found in the personal growth of Okei and the other 
young men and women of lgbuno who matured and pulled together for a cause. 

If The Wrestling Match appeals more to male readers (boys as star athletes, girls as 
cheerleaders), one can turn to The Moonlight Bride to find female characters who are 
much more than a supporting cast for dynamic male action. Since The Moonlight Bride 
is narrated by a young girl, the reader gets more easily involved with her life than is the 
case with Okei in The Wrestling Match. The story revolves around the twelve-year-old 
narrator, Ngbeke, and her older cousin, Ogoli. In the opening pages Ogoli shares a 
secret with Ngbeke-a moonlight bride is coming to their village. As the title suggests, a 
moonlight bride is one who arrives in the village of her husband-to-be in moonlight, 
and various secrecies and adventures are attached to them (some were even kidnapped 
if the elders suspected she would not approve of the husband arranged for her). The 
two girls are very excited about this unprecedented event in their lifetime. 

Reminiscient of the oaths between Huckleberry Finn and Tom Sawyer, Ngbeke and 
Ogoli swear to each other that they will tell no one about the moonlight bride, and they 
make plans to secretly fashion lamps and pots out of clay for her. The two girls take 
kitchen tools on the sly to dig out the special clay. The main obstacle, however, is that 
they must enter the banana grove to obtain the clay. Emecheta's skill in description and 
setting is apparent in her creation of an atmosphere that is at once natural and 
unsettling: 

Creeping plants wound round from the ground to the trees, and from one tree to the 
other. We were surrounded by a riot of green. Moist green all over the ground, leafy 
green around us and on top of us . Flies and other tiny insects buzzed around and 
became even busier on our approach. So closed and humid was the place, that I felt 
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for a time as if I were a prisoner in the belly of a thick, green bush: so damp, and 
sealed from the outside world. (13) 

This claustrophobia in the grove intensifies when the girls discover that Ogoli has been 
sitting on a large python rather than the tree trunk she assumed it to be. The girls drop 
their tools and run screaming from the banana grove and soon their secret is known by 
all. At first the girls are rebuked and laughed at, but their fathers call them brave and 
order the young men to kill the monster snake. The community then realizes that the 
girls were heroic in uncovering such a threat to living things. 

In Emecheta's village setting the strength and support within a community is the 
highest good, and we can see this throughout the rest of the novel as the bride and 
groom eventually become known. The groom, Chiyei, comes from Ngbeke's commun
ity, but is scorned by many because he's considered 'half-man'-without a wife and 
children. He's also known as a prodigious eater and drinker of other people's food and 
palm-wine. He also has a limp. However, all these aspects of his character become 
insignificant when Chiyei gets beaten up by the brothers of his bride-to-be. Ngbeke and 
Ogoli learn that the whole community has been insulted by this action, and they too 
begin to defend a man they had earlier laughed at. 

Chiyei, accompanied by some men from his village, marches to his bride's family to 
defend his honcir. Hours later the men return home drunk, happy, and reconciled. 
Everyone now gets behind Chiyei and helps with the wedding preparations. Ngbeke 
and Ogoli finish their lamps and pots with great pride. As the wedding day arrives, 
they are in for another surprise: the bride is albino. Despite a strange and unusual 
appearance, the bride becomes part of the community by marrying Chiyei. Instead of 
rice, the girls shower the new bride with chalk, symbolic of fertility (in less than a year 
she will deliver a baby on the skin of that python, a wedding present). The Moonlight 
Bride also ends with a moral, in this case a lesson learned by the young narrator and 
Ogoli: "The bride taught us it matters little the colour or superficial beauty of any 
person, the most important thing is the beauty of the heart"(77). In this novel and The 
Wrestling Match the community triumphs _despite any disturbances from individual 
greatness or weakness. 

If Ngbeke is learning an important lesson about the beauty within, she is also subtly 
learning the place of women within her society. Ngbeke and the other girls learn from 
their mothers that women have a specific place-a lower one-in relation to men. The 
following are remarks made by Ngbeke and some older women in the .novel: 

"Because being girls, we were all expected to help in the housework. The boys were 
not expected to do this, so they could spend as much time as they liked in flaying the 
python:' (49) 
" ... boys will always be boys, but girls become mothers:' (51) 
" .. . our mothers would tell us that climbing trees was only for the boys:'(53) 
"The words ugliness and old age apply only to women, not men:' (53) 
"Men mature, women age." (58) 
" ... boys were brought up to be more l'.eserved in showing their emotion." (68) 

Such attitudes, of course, are not limited to 'primitive' people in the bush of Africa. In 
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The Moonlight Bride, though, female inferiority is an integral part of the social 
structure. Emecheta's longer and more complex novels are full of characters like 
Ngbeke who have grown up and endured and fought against the injustices of a 
patriarchal society. 

Buchi Emecheta's strength lies in her ability to show realistic characters directly and 
lovingly, with warts and all. Her Nigerian teenagers have things in common with other 
teens throughout the world, but they also have their own unique culture. Students who 
read these books interact with people from other lands and societies, and indirectly 
grow to better appreciate what makes human beings the same and different . 




